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Guidelines for
Restructuring in Austria
By Mario Kapp & Raffaela Lödl
The previous experience of extrajudicial restructurings in Austria have shown
that the cooperation of Banks (and other
creditors), when working with financially troubled companies, is essential in
minimising damages for all participants.
Early and successful reorganisation can
avoid the need for judicial proceedings
and the negative social and economic
consequences for the debtor.
Due to the lack of a legal framework
three major Austrian banks together
with an Austrian law firm established the
principles for extrajudicial restructurings
in Austria.
Whilst the eight guidelines are not
binding regulations, they are a reflection
of the practical professional experience
of restructuring experts. They are intended to help to overcome a company’s crisis in regard to international standards
(e.g INSOL International’s Statement of
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Principles).

Stand still period
Guideline 1-5
1. Guideline: TThe starting point of an
extrajudicial restructuring is an existing
restructuring case. This is when a more
than temporary deterioration in the economic situation of the debtor endangers
its viability (e.g poor creditworthiness,
negative equity).
A meeting with the bank and all creditors should be arranged as soon as
possible. The debtor should provide information about his current economic
situation (e.g liabilities, liquidity). The
creditors then have to decide whether
to grant the debtor a standstill period in
order to review the possibility of an extrajudicial restructuring or not. If yes, the
commencement of the period, its dura-
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GmbH since 2013. She is specialized in
civil law, corporate and insolvency law.
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law, real estate law and interna-

tion, and the milestones all need to be
fixed in stone..
2. Guideline: All participants should
cooperate in granting the debtor a certain amount of time. Either in a written
or oral standstill agreement rules should
be set down, especially regarding a
claims moratorium, the maintenance of
credit lines and the equal treatment of all
creditors..
3. Guideline: Restriction of the debtor’s power. The debtor will require the
consent of the creditors to be involved
in activities outside the normal course of
business or for granting new securities,
for example.
4. Guideline: The success of the
restructuring is dependent on an organised and coordinated programme
entered into by all parties. Those responsible for coordination, such as a consortium leader, should be appointed to steer
and supervise the process.
5. Guideline: All information provided
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tional law. For further information, visit the
homepage www.kapp.at.

by the debtor should be made available
to all creditors with the same conditions
offering information flow, such as an
electronic data room.

Restructuring period
Guideline 6-8
6. Guideline: In the restructuring period the restructuring concept is the basis for the conclusion of a restructuring
agreement. The agreement, as the legal

framework, should especially aim the
harmonisation of key contractual provisions (grounds for termination, covenants) and should provide the participants with a certain level of legal security.
7. Guideline: In order to safeguard the
debtor’s interests, all information concerning the restructuring case must be
kept strictly confidential.
8. Guideline: Fresh liquidity should
only by supplied when the standstill
measures (Guidline 2) and additional
liquidity measures of the economic
owners are insufficient to maintain the

debtor’s ability to pay.

Result and future
developments
The guidelines are not only intended
to help deal with major cases, they also
state basic rules for all extrajudicial restructurings, namely cooperation, a certain degree of patience (standstill) and a
professional and thoughtful response to
the debtors economic situation.

Hungary:

Electronic Bankruptcy and
Liquidation proceedings
By Dr. Attila Kovács
AAs of 1 July 2015 Act XLIX of 1991
on Bankruptcy and Liquidation proceedings (Bankruptcy Act) in coordination with the rules of the Hungarian Act III of 1952 on the Code of Civil
Procedure (CPC) provides for comprehensive changes in civil proceedings,
including bankruptcy and liquidation
procedures.
While electronic communication
with the court of registration for companies was already institutionalised in
2008, and while the orders for payment
procedures a have been handled electronically since 2009, the communication by electronic means in bankruptcy
and liquidation proceedings as of 1 July
2015 will be the next step towards paperless legal procedures.
With special regard to bankruptcy
proceedings, already effective as of
1 January 2015, communications between the court and the parties shall be
maintained electronically in accordance

...next page
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with the above mentioned rules of the
CPC. It has to be noted that in respect
to natural persons, petitions and other
official documents may be submitted,
and delivered, on paper as well.
Concerning liquidation procedures,

regardless of whether the company itself asks for its winding up or the procedure is initiated by a third person
(creditor), the communication with the
respective court by electronic means
shall be mandatory as of 1 July 2015, at

least for economic organisations and
those parties represented by a legal
counsel.
With this development, Hungary’s
information society is set to become
even bigger.

M&A deals involving Brazilian
distressed companies
By Vitor dos Santos Henriques
& Thiago Jun Machado
Certain sectors of the Brazilian economy are facing deep losses due to inefficient management or lack of alternative
financing. In some cases, such as sugar-
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alcohol and industrial equipment supply
areas, the companies are demanding judicial recovery, a procedure set forth in
Brazilian Bankruptcy Law that is similar
to the Chapter 11 in the US.
While such a scenario implies some
turbulence, it also represents a great in-
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vestment opportunity for foreign clients,
as Brazilian Bankruptcy Law provides a
very secure environment for the acquisition of assets or shares from distressed
companies under judicial recovery and
for the renegotiation of its debts.
In this sense, when negotiating M&A
transactions involving distressed Brazilian companies, it is essential for the parties to carefully consider all legal issues
that impact on the definition of the purchase price. Amongst such issues, we
highlight the importance of proceeding a
careful due diligence in order to analyse
contingencies and measure succession
risks related to every company.

Italy reforms
enforcement procedures
and forced selling
By Dr. Mariagiulia Signori
In Italy, debt collection has undergone considerable changes. By means
of two urgent reforms, important measures have been taken. L. 162/14 – November and L.D. 83/2015 – June, were
issued to improve the efficacy of both
the collection of receivables against
debtors and sales of seized assets by
public auction.
Through these reforms, once an enforcement order has been obtained,
the creditor may request the president
of the relevant court to electronically
search the assets to be seized. Thereafter, an authorised bailiff can access
the databases of P.A., tax rolls, Motor
Registration Office and social security institutions, to locate the debtor’s
properties that are to be enforced. In
order to speed up the hearing request
for selling and assignment of credits,
also through the reform, the attorney
who seizes the movable or immovable
properties must file the deeds electronically with the court,.
L.D. – June will be used to give a
further boost to the public auction
of seized assets, which often fails to
meet the monies claimed by creditors.
To initiate this, the Ministry of Justice
web portal of public auctions is being
implemented.
The expectation is to make it more
difficult for debtors to hide assets at
the detriment of creditors. Moreover,
the creation of a single web portal, providing information on movable and immovable property at public auctions,
should help to speed up the selling
process and thus allow creditors to retrieve parts of their claims quickly.
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Corporate Debt
Restructuring - A new fad or
path to future destruction
By Sanjeeva Narayan
While Greece may be leading the way
in terms of restructuring of debt, corporations in India have also adapted to the
fad and have been applying for restructuring left right and centre. The slowdown in the economy after 2010-11 has
had a ripple impact on the fortunes of
India Inc. and lenders alike. With gross
domestic product (GDP) growth decelerating from 8.4 per cent in 2010-11 to the
sub-five per cent level in the first three
quarters of the current financial year, the
number of companies seeking succour
from lenders under the aegis of the corporate debt restructuring (CDR) cell had
almost doubled since 2011. This scenario
is unlikely to get any better at least in the
foreseeable quarter, especially in the in-
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frastructure sector. Given that majority
of the stressed assets are on the books
of public sector banks, more pain will
be visible on their balance sheets going ahead. This would also mean higher
capital requirement for these lenders
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Our clients range from emerging entities
to large corporations with billions of dollars as revenue. They include privately held
businesses, NPOs and publicly traded companies. We support a local, national and international client base.

since current norms require banks to set
aside huge amounts of capital to cover
stressed assets.

New Mechanism
Introduced
In fact the Reserve Bank of India has
provided banks which are struggling to
cope with a mountain of bad debt with
new ammunition to deal with defaulting companies. The banking regulator
issued new norms for Strategic Debt
Conversion (SDR) which will give lenders the right to convert their outstanding loans into a majority equity stake if
the borrower fails to meet conditions
stipulated under the restructuring package. Allowing loan conversion will now
be a precondition for all debt restructuring. It thus, seems that while CDR was
the norm for most borrowers and that
might have taken them and the country into a dooms day, the mechanism of
SDR will definitely help the banks and
the companies to improve their leveraged position.

Subsidiary allowed to grant for a group company

Real estate security for
reimbursement of a debt
By Pierre-Olivier Martinez
In accordance with a French Supreme Court decision, a real estate security granted by a real estate civil company to guarantee the reimbursement
of the debt of one of its shareholders
is not valid if it is contrary to the company’s corporate interest (Cour de Cassation, 8-11-2011), i.e. if:
granting the security is likely to endanger the existence of the company
if the guaranteed debt is not paid,
and
no related benefit is provided to the
company
even if such a guarantee is in line with
the company’s corporate purposes of
its articles of association.
In the light of this case law, a recent
the French Supreme Court decision
(Cour de Cassation, 10-12-2015) shows
the interest within a Group experiencing financial difficulties of a safeguarding plan (governed by rules similar to
those of the US Chapter 11).
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In this case, it was judged that it
was valid for a real estate civil company (which was not under safeguard
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brings together 30 lawyers, including 17
partners, involved in all the strategic areas
of business law; the expertise of LMBE is
centred on advice to businesses, litigation,
arbitration and mediation.

proceedings) to grant its real estate asset as a guarantee for another Group
company (which was under safeguard
proceedings).
Therefore, when a company or several companies within a group are under
safeguard proceedings, it should be
considered that another Group company may grant a real estate security in
order to guarantee the reimbursement
of a debt contracted in accordance with
a creditor’s agreement, if:
the shareholders authorised unanimously the real estate security, and
the creditor’s agreement signed by
the company with the authorisation
of the bankruptcy judge was necessary to avoid insolvency.
It is in the best interest of the Group
that its companies corporate interests
are aimed at avoiding insolvency the
continuation of its activities.
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Opportunities of a
mediation within a civil
procedure in Germany
By Dr Angelika Baumhof &
Christian Pflaeger
Why go to court and transfer the
case to a mediating judge? Does that
make sense?
The German Civil Procedure Code
allows the parties to suspend the civil
procedure and have the case transferred to a different judge who has
undergone specific mediation training
upon mutual agreement. He will only
invite the parties to hold a meeting
at court, which will be more a round
table situation. The mediating judge
will not decide the case. He is obliged
to secrecy in regard to presiding judges. Via an NDA, the parties can agree
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that everything they disclose or say in
this mediation cannot be used in the
normal court procedure. It allows the
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parties to exchange the arguments directly and freely between themselves.
Often the parties need more than
one session to enter into a settlement
to be recorded by the mediating judge
which is directly enforceable. No extra
court fees will be charged for the mediation. According to internal records
of civil courts, on average,67% of mediations end in settlement.
Cases where mediation is highly
beneficial are proceedings with numerous claims and counter claims,
i.e. private construction law cases
or indemnity claims by commercial
agents. The costs are much lower and
proceedings lasting for many years
can often be avoided.
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Christian Pflaeger is an attorney at law who
specialises in corporate and commercial law.
He also has a degree as an economic lawyer.
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Specialist tribunal in India
for corporate insolvency:
New beginnings
By Rajas Kasbekar
Corporate insolvency in India was
always governed by multiple laws. This
led to multiple adjudicating bodies,
for example the High Court, Debt Recovery Tribunal, Company Law Board
(CLB) and the Board for Industrial and
Financial Reconstruction (BIFR). The
multiplicity resulted in long delays,
copious paperwork and high costs. As
a part of insolvency reform, the Government amended company law in
2002 to provide for the creation of a
composite specialist tribunal called
the National Company Law Tribunal
(NCLT). Unfortunately, the creation of
the NCLT was delayed due to litigation
which challenged its constitutional validity. In May 2015, the Supreme Court
upheld the constitutional validity of the
NCLT and directed the Government to
take measures so that it starts functioning in the near future. The NCLT as
a quasi-judicial body will subsume the
powers and jurisdiction of the CLB,
BIFR and High Courts with regard to
corporate insolvency and related matters. It will be headed by a President
and will have 63 judicial and technical
members. It will have 21 benches with
a principal bench in Delhi. Appeals
against the NCLT will be heard by the
National Company Law Appellate Tribunal (NCLAT) and appeals from the
NCLAT judgements will be heard in
the Supreme Court.
Subject to some pending legal hurdles being cleared, the NCLT is most
likely to be operational very soon. Once
that happens, it will truly be a new beginning for the insolvency framework
in India.
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Trade Creditors Beware

Debtor’s Setoff Rights Apply to
Administrative Expense Claims
1
(Including 503(b)(9) Claims)
By Mark B. Conlan &
Natasha M. Songonuga
In ADI Liq., Inc., Case No. 14-12092,
Delaware Bankruptcy Judge Carey recently considered whether a chapter 11
debtor can offset pre-petition amounts
due a debtor, including trade credits and
vendor overpayments, against a creditor’s administrative and/or secured
claims. The Court ruled that a debtor
may, at its discretion, apply its setoff
rights against any amount owed a creditor, including amounts owed on administrative claims (including reclamation
claims under § 503(b)(9)) and secured
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claims. See Dkt. 2052. In granting the
debtors’ motion, the court concluded
that the Bankruptcy Code (including
its underlying policies) and case law
provide ample support for allowing a
debtor to exercise its discretion in determining to first offset funds due a debtor
against a creditor’s administrative and/
or secured claims before applying such
setoff rights against the creditor’s general unsecured claims. Contrasting a
creditor’s setoff rights under Code § 553,
which limits setoff rights to mutual prepetition obligations between the creditor and the debtor, to a debtor’s setoff
rights under Code § 558, which contains

no such temporal restrictions, the Court
found that the absence of such restrictions was consistent with the Bankruptcy Code’s goal of providing equal
distribution to a debtor’s creditors. This
decision highlights the risks trade creditors face in having their administrative
priority § 503(b)(9) claims reduced or
eliminated by application of a debtor’s
setoff rights.

		

Full article available at
www.ggiforum.com

Mark B. Conlan

Natasha M.
Songonuga

Under the Bankruptcy Code section
503(b)(9) claims for the value of any goods
received by a debtor within 20 days before
commencement of a bankruptcy case are
granted administrative expense priority
and therefore, must be paid in full in connection with confirmation of any chapter
11 plan of liquidation or reorganization.
1)

Article on new bankruptcy legislation in the Netherlands

Draft legislation on pre-pack
sales by a ‘proposed trustee’
By Götz Hempel
On 4th June 2015, the Dutch Minister of Security and Justice sent the
legislative proposal Act on the Continuity of Companies I regarding the
introduction of pre-pack sales by a
proposed trustee to the House of
Representatives (Tweede Kamer) for
further consultations.
Inspired by the Chapter 11 proceedings in the United States and pre-pack
sales based on UK’s Enterprise Act,
Dutch insolvency practice is increasingly looking for possibilities to effectively restructure failing companies
rather than liquidate them . For the
past couple of years there have been
a number of successful pre-pack restructurings in the Netherlands. Nevertheless, there is currently no legal
basis for the appointment of a silent
trustee, which might lead to annulment actions by the later trustee in
the bankruptcy.
A so called ‘pre-pack’ is used for the
restructuring of a company through a
transaction that is prepared as much
as possible before a formal request
for bankruptcy (faillissement), or suspension of payments (surseance van
betaling) is made. The aim of the prepack restructuring is to ensure maximum preservation of the value of the
business. Since there is no legal obligation to apply for bankruptcy under
Dutch law (as exists in German law,
for example), Dutch bankruptcy proceedings are more likely to be focused
on the liquidation of a company and
the debtor’s assets than on the continuation of the company and therefore, Dutch insolvency law has limited
remedies to safeguard creditors’ interests, and preserve jobs and activity.
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